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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

Security challenges presented by the South China Sea dispute led to Vietnam’s
efforts to modernise its armed forces over the past two decades. However, after the
fall of Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung in 2016, the procurement of major military
assets has virtually ground to a halt.

•

Apart from budget constraints, another important reason that has impeded Vietnam’s
military modernisation is the deep-rooted mindset of the Vietnam People’s Army
(VPA) that considers political action more important than military action, and
propaganda more important than fighting.

•

The high-profile anti-corruption campaign led by General Secretary Nguyen Phu
Trong since 2016 has also weakened the network of military officers who engaged
in rent-seeking activities, directly affecting the military procurement process.

•

Vietnam aims to fully modernise its military by 2030. However, more still needs to
be done in essential areas such as strategy making, organisational restructuring and
defense industry upgrading. In particular, the VPA’s mindset of prioritising political
action over military action needs to be changed.
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INTRODUCTION
Vietnam’s approach to building and modernising the Vietnam People’s Army (VPA) has
evolved over time. In the early 2000s, when the country’s top priority was economic
development, Vietnam focused on maintaining armed forces that were “strong enough with
a reasonably numerical strength and high degree of training proficiency”. 1 In the 2019
Defense White Paper, however, Vietnam set the target of developing a “revolutionary,
regular, highly-skilled, gradually modernized VPA with some forces advancing straight to
modernity […] meeting requirements of safeguarding the Homeland and responding to hitech wars”.2 This was also the first time the country had officially and publicly set the target
for its military modernisation endeavours, aiming to “build the VPA into a modern military”
from 2030 onward.3
The pace of Vietnam’s military modernisation, however, has slowed down over the past
five years despite the country’s increasingly complex and unpredictable external security
environment. This article examines the factors underlying this trend. Apart from budget
constraints, the paper argues that the VPA’s mindset of considering political action more
important than military action and propaganda more important than fighting is constraining
its modernisation efforts. At the same time, Vietnam’s anti-corruption campaign since 2016
has also weakened the rent-seeking networks within the VPA which used to play an
important role in promoting the VPA’s modernisation programmes as a rent-seeking
measure. With these programmes facing major setbacks, the power gap between Vietnam
and China, its main rival in the South China Sea, will likely continue to widen.
MILITARY MODERNISATION GRINDING TO A HALT
From a “strong enough” military to a “gradually modernised” to a fully “modern” military,
this 30-year military modernisation trajectory of Vietnam converges with the increasingly
complex and asymmetrical nature of the South China Sea dispute. With Vietnam’s defence
budget increasing year by year, it is expected that more and more sophisticated assets will
be procured and put into service. According to official sources, the country’s defence budget
is set to increase from US$5 billion in 2018 to US$7 billion by 2022, of which 20 per cent
will be spent to “replace older equipment and introduce new and modern capabilities”
annually.4
However, the results have been underwhelming. While the VPA has continued to invest in
the production and procurement of small and medium assets such as assault rifles, radars,
anti-air missile systems, main-battle tanks or training jets, the procurement of big and
significant systems for the air force and the navy has virually ground to a halt after the fall
of then-Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung in 2016. The last big-ticket purchase for the air
force was made in 2013 (12 Sukhoi Su-30MK2 costing US$600 million), and for the navy
in 2011 (two Gepard-class frigates costing US$700 million).5 China, meanwhile, launched
two dozen large warships – from destroyers to huge amphibious landing docks and corvettes
– in 2019 alone. Similarly, over the past five years, the Vietnamese navy has commissioned
only six major naval assets (two Kilo-class submarines in 2017, two Gepard-class frigates
in 2018 and two second-hand Pohang-class corvettes in 2019). As such, the pace of
Vietnam’s military modernisation in the past five years has been too slow for the country to
deal with the increasing complexity of its external security environment. This is a legitimate
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cause for concern, given the country’s stated goal of having the navy and the air force
advance “straight to modernity”.
The most common reason cited by many in explaining this failure is Vietnam’s budget
constraints. Former Minister of Defense Phung Quang Thanh stressed in 2014 that the
country’s overall budget was limited, and that money had to be allocated to other important
areas of national development such as infrastructure, education or healthcare.6 However,
budget constraints do not seem to be the only reason behind this worrying trend.
THE OLD MINDSET
The launch of the Doi Moi (renovation) policy in 1986 was aimed at pulling Vietnam out of
severe poverty and international isolation following a series of socio-economic crises in the
1980s. Policy makers in the early reform period largely perceived security challenges
through the question of “security by what” instead of “security for whom”. The reformist
and globalist “new thinkers” of this period argued that security should be ensured mainly
through economic rather than military means. 7 They have since been locked in endless
debates with anti-imperialist, conservative “old thinkers” over the shaping of Vietnam’s
security policies.
Memories and experiences of the economic and social crises of the 1980s fuel enduring
security concerns which shape the conflicting visions of the two camps. The new thinkers,
in response to the economic crisis which preceded Doi Moi, felt that market-oriented
reforms and international economic integration were needed to overhaul the country’s frail
economy. Witnessing the socio-economic crises in the first half of the 1980s, the old
thinkers also shared the concern that the legitimacy of the CPV would be challenged if the
Party could not improve the economic well-being of the country and its people. However,
pointing to the demise of communist regimes in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in the
early 1990s, the old thinkers maintained a suspicious attitude towards the liberal ideas
embraced by the new thinkers. As such, Vietnam’s post-Doi Moi economic liberalisation
and international integration have always been challenged by hardcore ideological
conservatives who prioritise regime survival over economic liberalisation.
Despite these differences, the two camps agree on at least one thing – the need to sustain
the legitimacy of the Party. Doi Moi was, to this end, a pragmatic compromise between the
two camps.8 As the international order changed, so did the formula to generate legitimacy.
Legitimacy could no longer be solely based on memories of the Party’s leadership during
Vietnam’s military struggle for national unification and independence, or on the collective
socialist economy. This led the Party to switch to performance-based legitimacy, namely its
ability to maintain continuous economic growth and to improve the social and economic
well-being of the people.9
The new thinkers therefore argue that the country’s security approach should “no longer
[give] priority to military affairs but [allow] the conduct of a new foreign policy to play a
bigger role in ensuring national security and supporting the economic development of
Vietnam”.10 While the new thinkers seek to strengthen the country’s ties with the West as
fast as possible in order to reap the benefits of trade and globalisation, the old thinkers, on
the other hand, are suspicious of “Western values” and perceive them as a threat to the
Party’s revolutionary values and its monopoly of power.
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Party-military relations have also evolved alongside the aforementioned political debate.
This relationship is characterised by the highly visible political role of the VPA in ensuring
the legitimacy and survival of the Party, officially enshrined in its famous slogan “building
and protecting the socialist motherland”. 11 Alexander Vuving recently described this
relationship as “mutual embeddedness”, which he deemed “the single most important thing
that withstood all changes in the external and internal environment”.12 The military “is the
guardian and saviour of the Party; it fights for the Party’s supremacy, not for its own
supremacy”.13 The Party exerts its control over the military through a number of tools, from
ideological indoctrination via the political commissar networks to a “dual elite” system
where all military officers are simultaneously members of the Party, ensuring their loyalty
and subjecting them to the Party’s control. And when the military intervenes in politics, “it
intervenes on behalf of the party”.14
Nevertheless, due to the symbiotic nature of the relationship between the VPA and the Party,
the VPA remains one of the most influential factions within the state apparatus when it
comes to defence and security matters, alongside the Ministry of Public Security and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The military’s influence in the country’s top echelons trended
upwards between 1989 and 2001, led by the late General Le Duc Anh, who was then
minister of defence (1987-1992) and state president (1992-1997). The military’s influence
during this period was also facilitated by the CPV’s deepened concerns about regime
security following the collapse of the Soviet Union.15 Power competition among different
factions within the Party and within the military itself has seen a decrease in the military’s
influence since 2001.16 Regardless of the faction that dominates the leadership, however,
the military tends to align with the conservatives because this party-military symbiosis
“gives military leaders more say and more privileges than they would have” under a more
open and progressive type of regime.17 Against this backdrop, the VPA adopted the slogan
“political action is more important than military action; propaganda is more important than
fighting” as its main approach to strategic tasks.18 The VPA’s top priority as mentioned in
the Strategy to Safeguard the Homeland has always been “to secure the leading role of the
Party”, while “protecting the Party, State, and the people” is promoted as an essential part
of the National Defense Strategy.19
The dominance of the old thinkers in both the Party and the military has led to a conservative
and cautious approach towards military modernisation, especially regarding
“professionalisation”. The conservatives tend to prefer security partners which are not
critical of the CPV regime and its human rights record, as regime security is considered
their top priority. Due to their anti-Western sentiments, conservatives also favour traditional
partners, mostly from the post-Soviet world, in terms of military procurement. Beside
practical reasons such as the more affordable prices and maintenance costs that these
partners offer, they also prefer the old-fashioned way of making acquisition deals behind
closed doors through state monopolies, which Western partners normally avoid. Meanwhile,
in their view, professionalisation is an alien concept infested with anti-regime notions,
especially the implied idea of “separating the military from the Party”. They believe that
there is no such thing as “a neutral military” or “a military without politics”. This
conservative mindset causes the VPA to adopt a half-hearted approach to force
modernisation and professionalisation.
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A RENT-SEEKING MILITARY
Another factor that has contributed to the slowing of Vietnam’s military modernisation over
the past five years is the weakening of the rent-seeking networks within the VPA which
used to facilitate major defence acquisition programmes under the Nguyen Tan Dung
administration. It is no coincidence that Vietnam’s most well-known military modernisation
projects so far were implemented under Dung and his defense minister Phung Quang Thanh,
whose web of influence had been characterised as “the biggest rent-seeking networks in the
country”.20 These networks took advantage of Vietnam’s economic reforms as well as its
need to deal with emerging security threats in order to gain personal benefits, including
through military modernisation programmes and unauthorised land deals. Since 2016, for
example, dozens of high-ranking military officers, including then-Deputy Minister of
Defence Nguyen Van Hien, have been prosecuted for mismanagement, mostly related to
military-owned land. 21 The power struggle between Nguyen Tan Dung and General
Secretary Nguyen Phu Trong, who since 2016 has led a high-profile anti-corruption
campaign that targets many of Dung’s allies and associates, characterises the rivalry
between a liberal-turned-rent-seeking camp on one hand versus a conservative one seeking
to “clean up the system” on the other. 22 An unintended consequence of the campaign
happens to be the military modernisation process, with purchases of big-ticket military
assets slowing down significantly since 2016. Despite China’s increasing assertiveness in
the South China Sea, the Party seems to prioritise domestic stability and maintaining its
legitimacy over a “hard balancing” approach to maritime disputes.
Over the past five years, the VPA has made no major defence acquisitions, although there
have been some sporadic small-scale contracts for the ground force (e.g., the T-90 main
battle tank project) and the air force (e.g., the trainers project and some anti-air missile and
radar systems). The navy, the most essential service in defending the country’s maritime
sovereignty, has to share its limited budget with the coast guard. The navy’s main surface
force still consists of just four 1.500-ton Gepard 3.9 frigates and several second-hand and
Soviet-era frigates that have been refitted several times to prolong their service. Even for
constabulary missions, the combined number of vessels from both the navy and the coast
guard is insufficient for covering Vietnam’s sovereign waters in the South China Sea.
The slowing military modernisation drive has given rise to public concerns about its
consequences. On the one hand, without strong and capable armed forces, especially the
navy, Vietnam would not be able to deploy a comprehensive hedging strategy against China
in which “hard balancing” plays an essential role.23 The capacity gap between China and
Vietnam is steadily widening. If China can establish an unchallenged presence in the South
China Sea, not only Vietnam’s sovereignty but also its ruling Party’s legitimacy will be at
risk. At the same time, the conservative mindset of the VPA has significantly limited the
potential of many defense and security partnerships between Vietnam and Western
countries, especially the United States. The cautious and suspicious attitude towards the
West has deprived the VPA of the opportunity to learn from these advanced partners,
especially in such areas as organisation, command and control, and how to modernise
Vietnam’s defense industry.
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CONCLUSION
The VPA has been undergoing four phases of modernisation since 1986, with the fourth one
currently being shaped. The 2019 Defense White Paper may have set ambitious objectives
for the country’s military modernisation programme, but given its current slow progress, it
remains to be seen whether all these objectives can be met on time, and if so, whether or not
a modernised VPA will have the necessary capabilities and proper mindset to deal with a
fast-changing regional security environment.
The VPA will face significant challenges in getting “fully modernised” if it does not change
the old mindset, which puts political affairs above modernisation and regime sercurity above
external security. At the same time, more also needs to be done to improve defence strategy,
restructure the VPA’s organisation, and upgrade the country’s Soviet-style defence
industry. Without such reforms, Vietnam’s military modernisation programme will risk
losing momentum, putting the country and the VPA in a more precarious position, given
the backdrop of an increasingly complex and unpredictable regional strategic environment.
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